
RISK Workshop 2

strategic

Number Risk Title Risk Description Risk Category Risk Causers Severity PointsProbabilty pointsClass

1 Document security Documents can be stolen operational Industry spy, competitor, other visitor 44 30 Green

2 Documentation quality

* Always updated

* Understandable and easy to 

utilize

* Right language 

* Professional and harmonized 

structure

* Easy access and availability 

(Document system, intranet, own 

computer)

* Owner and responsibility, back-

up system operational

* Responsibility not clear enough

* Unstructrued way of documenting

* Unclear rutine of updating

* Attitude towards documenting 

system

* Documenting system - difficult to 

use 24 56 Yellow

3 Fire in case SSC hazard Smoking, electronical devices 60 6 Yellow

4 Strike / case SSC operational Union 48 30 Yellow

5

Strike /other part of case 

organisation operational Unions 36 30 Green

6 Strike / External Logistics services, vendors operational Unions 32 36 Green

7 Application support Internal / external operational

Lack of support in error cases / 

development 56 50 Red

8 Changes in volumes Unplanned volume changes strategic

environment. Production move to 

China. 56 44 Yellow

9 Number of transactions

work load and need of FTEs

* Volumes going up ==> impacts 

work load and need of FTEs

* Case SSC Profitibility vs. Costs financial/operational

Case organisation and market 

situation 50 54 Red

10

Is the case SSC having added value 

for the case organisation

Outsourcing / offshoring if not 

enough added value strategic

Bad customer satisfaction / cost 

effiency / not enough development 54 24 Yellow



11

All companies are not following the 

global processes

Processes are not harmonised and 

take more time and resources operational Mistakes made in early process steps 40 64 Yellow

12 Lost early payment discounts operational Unefficient P-2-P 46 54 Yellow

13 Wrong payments Paid too much / too early operational 50 40 Yellow

14 False postings

Wrong amounts / currencies => 

wrong Period end result financial/operational Human mistakes 46 42 Green

15 Office security 

* Loss of office supplies 

* Lack of proper and enough office 

supplies (e.g. copy paper, copy 

machine ink)

* Locks and security alarms

* Computers

* Documents 

* External persons in the Office

* Doors left open

* Kitchen hardware financial/operational

* Human nature

* Lack of planning and coordination 36 40 Green

16 Working environment

* Open office (e.g. noise)

* Allergies e.g. dust

* Air conditioning

* Lights

* Ergonomics

* Meeting rooms 

* Equipments

* Comfortableness

* Spices

* Handicap friendly operational Lack of planning and coordination 32 40 Green

17 Too high / low employee turnover

Disturbance if new persons need to 

be trained operational New SSCs in same location / Finland 38 42 Green

18 Language skills missing

Some special skills needed e.g. 

Japanese operational New SSCs in same location / Finland 28 30 Green

19 Lack of resources with special skills

Other companies can offer better 

benefits

No salary increases in the case 

organisation 34 36 Green



20 Management issues

* Sick leaves

* Management/ Manager changes

* Wrong person in wrong place/ 

position

* Management skills and know-

how

* Cooperation and communication

financial/operational

* Personal

* Work load

* Epidemics 38 32 Green

21 Organizational changes

* Causing unsecurity

* Requires time and causes 

inefficiencies 

* Training financial/operational Continuous changes and uncertainty of future34 54 Yellow

22 Rumours

* Women vs. men ratio

* Exaggeration

* Talking behind somebody's back hazard Human nature 24 52 Yellow

23 Enviousness

* Coffee vs. cigarette breaks

* Vacations

* Positions, salaries hazard Human nature 20 54 Yellow

24 Low employee satisfaction

Too much work, unbalanced work 

etc. operational 50 48 Yellow



25 Overall System Risks

General

* SAP down

* SAP slow

* Problems with SAP

* Printers, phones, scanners, faxes

* Servers

* Interfaces

* Firewalls

* System e.g. SAP updates and 

changes impacting the case SSC

* Software and hardware updates 

and changes

* Hardware crashes

* Network capacity

* SAP capacity

* Work hours follow up system

* Conference booking system

AP

* Invoice Processing down, 

problems, slowness

* Scanning softwares and hardware 

down, problems, slowness 

* Invoice processing down, 

problems, slowness

* Archiving down, problems, 

slowness

* Invoice documenting system 

down, problems, slowness

* Non-invoice problem

* Local scanning 

* Servers

* Capacity levels of software and 

hardware

TE operational

Network problems, power problems, 

system resource problems etc… 56 52 Red

26 Data transfer

einvoices, bankstatements, 

payment files, electronic 

investment proposals operational

Network problems, sender/receiver 

system problems, server crashes 60 48 Yellow

27 SAP Releases

New releases may cause system 

failures or down times operational

Lack in testing before making the 

release 42 38 Green



28 Communication

* Mails

* Correct receiver

* Correct content

* Incorrect language

* Content interpretation

* Communication overload (e-mail, 

communicator, etc)

* Filtering information

* Communication know-how

* In time and fair communication

* Terms and terminology

* One face towards suppliers and 

customers strategic/operational

* Unclear rules, policies and 

guidelines

* Human competence 30 44 Green

29 Abuse/ Fraud - external

* Fake invoices

* Abuse of travel receipts

* Abuse of case organisation/ case 

SSC data and/or knowledge

* Abuse of working time

* Abuse of software and hardware

* Abuse of case organisation 

property

* Abuse of trust

* Abuse of rules and policies (e.g. 

sick leaves) financial/operational Human nature 48 42 Yellow

30 Fraud by case SSC persons

One or more case SSC persons 

make use of their authorizations 

and positions in order to gain 

money illegally operational

Weak authorisations / bad working 

combinations 56 22 Yellow

31

Can we manage the development 

projects New technologies / lack of support. strategic 52 26 Yellow



32

Can we manage the new processes 

/steps

Top management can give the case 

SSC "mission impossibles" strategic 44 28 Green

33

Several case SSC key persons are 

leaving at the same time Case SSC knowledge is missing strategic 48 30 Green

34 Unclear decision making process

Who is deciding the end-to-end 

processes, targets etc. strategic 36 50 Yellow

35 Unclear FI/CO responsibilities

Co-operation cross 

divisions/companies/group 

accounting/treasury strategic 38 48 Green

36 New legal requirements New laws strategic 34 42 Green

37 e-business

New requirements for systems, 

personnel operational 22 46 Green

38

Lack of end-to-end ownership in 

the case organisation

Who is deciding the end-to-end 

processes, targets etc. strategic 40 52 Yellow

39

Training when new companies 

joining the case SSC case SSC + local + IM personnel operational 40 50 Yellow

40

Lack of training concept in the case 

organisation

Training is concentrating on the 

system, not on the process operational 40 56 Yellow

41 Delays in migrations

Affecting the number of personnel 

etc. operational 24 44 Green

42 Failed development projects

Developments are not 

implemented, underestimated 

costs, overestimated benefits operational 40 30 Green

43

Funding missing for development 

projects Lower development budgets strategic 34 40 Green



44 Not optimal size for the office

If no flexibility, costs can be too 

high or not enough office space. 

Might cause moving to other 

facilities. operational 24 22 Green

45 Health 

* Burnout

* Sick leaves

* Accidents

* Epidemics

* Drag abuse financial/operational

* Personal

* Work load

* Epidemics 54 44 Yellow

46 Back up

* The back up person's knowledge 

of back up tasks

* Authorization to back up person's 

tasks. It is not automatic, it needs 

to be set manually.

* Work load of back up person

* Availability of back up person/s

* Willingness

* Task (e.g. Company specific) 

specific documentation

* Being back up for many 

companies/ persons operational

Responsibility attitude and 

continuous changes 50 48 Yellow

47 Knowledge and know-how transfere

* Change of empolyees and/or 

change of tasks

* Transferring intangiable 

knowledge and know-how

* Balancing the knowledge and 

know-how transfer

* Right timing and training operational Knowledge and dynamic organization 40 38 Green



48 Cultural diversity * Different cultures, different behaviours and ways of thinkingoperational Cultural differencies and missunderstandings18 30 Green

49 Sallary office * Salaries financial/operational

* Manager forgets to approve hours

* Problems at sallary dpt

* Resource provider mistakes 30 30 Green

50 Authorization

* Right time and right authorization

* Who has what kind of 

authorization

* operational

* Unclear rules and guidelines 

* Too many roles 

* Lack of planning and coordination 36 36 Green
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